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We present a combined low-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy and near-edge X-ray-

adsorption fine-structure study on the interaction of tetrapyridyl-porphyrin (TPyP) molecules with 

a Cu(111) surface. A novel approach using complementary experimental data and image 

simulations allows to determine the adsorption geometry of TPyP on Cu(111). The molecules are 

centered on “bridge” sites of the substrate lattice and exhibit a strong deformation involving a 

saddle-shaped macrocycle distortion as well as considerable rotation and tilting of the meso-

substituents. We propose a bonding mechanism based on the pyridyl-surface interaction, which 

mediates the molecular deformation upon adsorption. Accordingly, a functionalization by pyridyl 

groups opens up pathways to control the anchoring of large organic molecules on metal surfaces 

and tune their conformational state. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the affinity of the terminal 

groups for metal centers allows to selectively capture individual iron atoms at low temperature.  
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1. Introduction 
The control of large functional molecules at metallic substrates is of great interest and plays a 

centrol role in various fields in science and technology, ranging from heterogenous catalysis 1,2 to 

molecular electronics3, optoelectronics4 based on organic thin films5, or single molecule contacts6-

8. The surface chemical bonding steers the mobility of the adsorbed molecular building blocks9, 

which is decisive for a controlled self-assembly of functional architectures on the nanoscale10. 

Furthermore the interaction of complex molecules exhibiting internal degrees of freedom with the 

substrate frequently induces modifications of the molecular configuration, be it a conformational 

adaptation or a change in the chemical composition or electronic structure11,12. These effects are 

reflected in a varied chemical reactivity, induced charge transfer or altered magnetic properties13. 

Thus it is of fundamental interest to determine the adsorption geometry, i.e. the internal 

conformation as well as the adsorption site of the molecule on the substrate atomic lattice. This 

set of information allows to categorize adsorbate-substrate interactions and yields a basis for a 

theoretical discussions of important issues as bonding mechanisms, bond energies, electronic 

level alignment or functional properties based on conformational or supramolecular design.  

Because of it’s excellent real space imaging capabilities Scanning Tunneling Microscopy 

(STM) is ideally suited to observe, characterize and manipulate individual molecules on 

conducting substrates. Notably the conformation14-16, mobility17-22 and self-assembly23-25 of 

porphyrin species on metal surfaces attracted considerable interest in recent years. This class of 

molecules exhibits an intriguing variety of functional properties, which are exploited in both 

biological and artificial systems26,27. Accordingly, these versatile molecules are promising building 

blocks to assemble functional nanostructures on surfaces, specifically opening up new 

opportunities to build sensors and nanoscale optical and magnetic materials28,29. In the context of 

this article it is relevant to mention two features connected to the functionality of porphyrins. The 

rotational degrees of freedom of the chosen meso-substituents and the flexibility of the porphyrin 

macrocycle allow for a conformational adaptation of the molecule to its local environment. 

Relative to the molecular core, the conformation of the leg is determined by two angles (θ and φ), 

which are indicated in Scheme 1. The angle θ describes the rotation of a pyridyl group around the 

C-C bond connecting it to the porphyrin core, while φ indicates a bending of this C-C bond out of 

the macrocycle plane15. To some extent, the dihedral angle θ and the nonplanar deformation (ρ) 

of the macrocycle are interconnected through steric repulsion between hydrogen atoms of the 

ring and the hydrogens of the porphyrin macrocycle. Accordingly, many reports on macrocycle 

distortions as well as varying dihedral angles are available for solid state phases30-34. On surfaces 

however, the vast majority of studies focuses solely on the orientation14,15,25 and considerate 

manipulation35,36 of the meso-substituents. Only some recent reports speculate on nonplanar 

adsorption geometries13,16,37,38, however by pure STM imaging the question of intramolecular 

structure cannot be quantitatively addressed. 
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Scheme 1 Model of an isolated tetrapyridyl-porphyrin (TPyP) molecule in its groundstate 
conformation. The top view (upper panel) highlights the central porphyrin core and the four 
terminal pyridyl groups, the legs. In the side view (lower panel) we indicate the two angles (θ and 
φ), which determine the conformation of the legs relative to the porphyrin macrocycle. A possible 
nonplanar deformation of the latter is described by the angle ρ. 
 

Meso-substituted porphyrins with a wide variety of endgroups can be synthesized. This 

provides a series of building blocks for metal-organic networks in solid state chemistry39,40. 

Specifically tetraarylporphyrins functionalized by pyridyl substituents interact via the terminal 

nitrogen lone pair with a wide variety of reactive metal centers (Cu41,42, Fe43, Pd44, Pb45) to form 

ordered structures. By contrast, on surfaces, the pyridyl mediated interaction of porphyrins with 

the substrate or coadsorbed atoms was not explored to date.  Nevertheless, the considerate 

choice of substituents with specific chemical or electrostatic characteristics allows to tune the 

adsorbate-adsorbate interaction46, and thus to assemble not only supramolecular aggregates with 

controlled size and shape47 but also nanoporous host networks48,49. 

Here, we focus on the detailed understanding and control of adsorbate-substrate interactions. 

By employing a nitrogen termination, it is possible to anchor tetrapyridylporphyrin (TPyP) on the 

smooth Cu(111) surface and to inhibit molecular diffusion even at room temperature. The 

underlying binding mechanism locks the molecule into specific positions on the substrate lattice 

and induces a considerable deformation of TPyP. A saddle-shape conformational adaptation is 

determined by STM in combination with image simulations and near-edge X-ray adsorption fine-
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structure (NEXAFS) measurements. Additionally, we directly monitor  the affinity of metal centers 

to the pyridyl groups by selectively attaching Fe adatoms to the TPyP moieties. 

 

2. Experimental Section 
All scanning tunneling microscope (STM) experiments were performed in a custom-designed 

ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) apparatus comprising a commercial low-temperature STM50 based on a 

design described in ref [51]. The system base pressure is below 2x10-10 mbar. 

The Cu(111) single crystal surface was cleaned by repeated cycles of Ar+ sputtering (800 eV) 

followed by annealing to 780 K. Subsequently, TPyP (97+% purity, Frontier Scientific) was 

deposited by organic molecular beam epitaxy (OMBE) from a quartz crucible held at 525 K. 

Typical evaporation rates are roughly 0.03 monolayer/min (one monolayer corresponds a densely 

packed molecular film). TPyP was thoroughly degassed prior to any experiments resulting in a 

background pressure in the 10-10 mbar range during deposition. After dosing TPyP at room 

temperature, the sample was cooled down and transferred into the STM, where constant current 

images were recorded at about 11 K using electrochemically etched tungsten tips. In the figure 

captions V refers to the bias voltage applied to the sample.  

High-purity carbon monoxide (CO) gas was dosed in-situ at sample temperatures not 

exceeding 18 K. Fe atoms were evaporated from a home-made water-cooled cell by resistively 

heating a W filament surrounded by a Fe wire of high purity (99.998%). Our experimental setup 

allows direct access of the atomic beam to the sample placed in the STM.  

The NEXAFS data were taken at the HE-SGM beamline at BESSY II in Berlin. For the 

measurements at the N K edge the partial electron yield mode (retarding voltage 270 V) was 

used. The energy resolution was approximately 0.5 eV. All spectra have been referenced against 

a characteristic peak (399 eV) in simultaneously recorded spectra of a contaminated Au grid. For 

each incidence angle an average of four spectra is presented. To concentrate on the information 

related to the TPyP adsorbate layer, we processed the raw data by substracting the signal of the 

bare crystal, then corrected for the transmission through the beamline and finally normalized the 

edge jump to one. 

As a basis to corroborate and analyze the experimental structural data, we applied basic 

molecular mechanics calculations to optimize the geometry of TPyP moieties. Specifically, the 

MM+ force field of the Hyperchem 7.5 molecular modeling package52 was used to calculate and 

minimize the total energy of the system.  

The STM image simulations are based on semiempirical extended Hückel calculations52. A 

constant electron density contour is obtained by integrating over the relevant molecular orbitals, 

which mimics a constant current STM image53. This procedure proved to reliably reproduce the 

appearance of adsorbed molecules54,55, including TPyP on the Ag(111) surface25.  
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3. Results and Discussion 
A. Molecular appearance and adsorption site 

Figure 1a shows a large scale STM image of two Cu(111) terraces after submonolayer 

deposition of TPyP at 300 K. Isolated bright spots, which are randomly distributed on the surface, 

are clearly discernible. High-resolution data as displayed in Figure 1b reveal that each of these 

protrusions corresponds to a single TPyP molecule, whereby only one species is observed. The 

findings that TPyP neither self assembles into highly ordered agglomerates nor considerably 

decorates the step edges, signals appreciable interaction between the molecule and the Cu(111) 

surface. This restricts the mobility of TPyP on Cu(111), in marked contrast to the adsorption of 

the very same molecule on the less reactive Ag(111) surface, where extended islands are formed 

even well below room temperature25. Nevertheless, the individual TPyP molecules align along the 

close-packed <110> high-symmetry directions of the Cu(111) substrate, as inferred by imaging 

the atomic lattice (see Figure 1c. Thus, three possible azimuthal orientations of TPyP on Cu(111) 

exist, which are all observed in the experimental data. Discussing the rotational ordering of 

molecules on surfaces implies that the adsorbates reveal an apparent symmetry break. Indeed 

STM images with intramolecular resolution  (cf. Figure 1b) allow defining a symmetry axis running 

through the two bright protrusions close to the center of the molecule. Besides these two 

prominent maxima, one can identify four broad lobes. From the molecular dimensions (side 

length ~12 Å), we assign each lobe to one of the pyridyl legs. The overall appearance of TPyP on 

Cu(111) thus strongly deviates from the one observed on Ag(111), which is imaged with a 

rectangular envelope and a depression in the center25. As in the latter case the molecule proved 

to be very close to its natural gas phase configuration (compare Scheme 1), the topographic 

appearance on Cu(111) points to a strong distortion of TPyP and thus to an adsorption induced 

modification of the molecular conformation. 

Before addressing this issue in more detail, we discuss the adsorption site of TPyP on 

Cu(111). The observation of individual molecules azimuthally oriented along substrate high-

symmetry directions indicates that TPyP is located at specific sites of the underlying Cu(111) 

lattice. However, as the positioning can have a drastic impact on STM images of molecules on 

surfaces56, it is important to verify this assumption and to determine the adsorption site, prior to 

any further discussion on the molecular conformation. 
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Figure 1 TPyP adsorption on Cu(111) at room temperature: a) large scale STM topograph 
depicting a random distribution of TPyP molecules on the Cu terraces (V=-1.1V, I=0.17nA). b) 
high resolution STM image revealing intramolecular features (V=-0.5V, I=0.35nA). c)  the Cu(111) 
atomic lattice. High symmetry adsorption sites are marked. (V=27mV, I=0.65nA). 

 

Due to incompatible imaging parameters, it is not possible to simultaneously resolve the 

substrate lattice and the adsorbed TPyP molecule. As an alternative solution, we applied 

coadsorbed CO molecules as markers to determine the adsorption site of TPyP. Related 

approaches were successfully used to obtain the adsorption site of adatoms and molecules57-60. It 

is well known that at low coverage CO molecules stand upright and occupy exclusively “on top” 

positions on the Cu(111) lattice61,62. Additionally, TPyP and CO molecules can easily be imaged 

simultaneously by STM. This is illustrated in Figure 2a: after a minute exposure to CO, dosed in-

situ at a sample temperature of 18 K, dim sombrero shaped protrusions representing single CO 

molecules are visible in between the TPyP molecules. By matching a hexagonal grid representing 

the Cu(111) lattice (compare Figure 1d) with the positions of the CO molecules, one can conclude 

that the TPyP molecules are centered on “bridge” sites, irrespective of which of the three 

azimuthal orientations they follow (cf. Figure 2). The dissimilar appearance of the legs is 

tentatively explained by partial CO attachment and height modulations due to surface state 

scattering.  
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Figure 2 Adsorption site determination of TPyP on Cu(111) by using CO molecules as 
markers. The top left panel demonstrates the simultaneous imaging of CO and TPyP. The three 
color-coded plots show that TPyP is centered on bridge site of the underlying Cu(111) lattice 
(compare Figure 1c), irrespective of the azimuthal orientation (V=250mV, I=0.2nA).  
 

B. Molecular conformation 
We succeeded to determine the molecular conformation of TPyP on Cu(111) by the use of a 

novel procedure based on two steps. First we apply NEXAFS measurements, which yield 

information on the dihedral angles between the molecular π systems and the surface plane. 

Subsequently we refine the NEXAFS results by comparing simulated STM images with the 

experimental high-resolution data. The nitrogen K edge of a monolayer of TPyP on Cu(111) 

(Figure 3) exhibits a pronounced dichroism which differs remarkably from that of a multilayer of 

the same molecule (not shown) indicating a strong conformational adaptation. The spectra are 

dominated by 2 peaks in the π* region (399.4 eV and 400.9 eV) and a broad σ* structure. For the 

analysis we need to decompose the spectra in parts stemming from the different types of N. To 

this end we focus on the π* range, as the broad σ* features prohibit a reliable analysis. Based on 

earlier reports63-66 we expect several overlapping resonances in the π* range (397 eV – 405 eV), 

namely two from the pyridil legs and three from each of the two macrocycle nitrogens. Fitting this 

range with gauss-shaped peaks combined into three sets where each set was optimized to 

reproduce published reference spectra yields a reasonable agreement with the experimental data 

and allows to determine the angular dependence of each of the resonances. It becomes evident 

that the first peak at 399.4 eV and the second at 400.9 eV are mainly due to the pyridilic N and 

the macrocycle N absorption, respectively. Clearly the two peaks behave differently when 

changing the photon beam incidence from grazing (30°, dotted curve) to normal (90°, solid 

curve), signifying different orientation of the according molecular moieties (Figure 3, inset). It 

follows that the average of the normals on the pyridil endgroups has an angle of 30° (inset, solid 
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line) with the substrate. For the average of the normals on the pyrrol groups of the macrocycle a 

value of 50° is found. 

 

 
Figure 3   Nitrogen K edge spectra (NEXAFS) of one monolayer TPyP on Cu(111) exhibiting 
strong dichroism. Two main peaks related to different molecular moieties are marked by vertical 
lines. Their angular dependence (see inset) yields a nonplanar macrocycle (50°) and inclined 
pyridyl groups (30°). 

 
These findings indicate marked distortions of TPyP upon adsorption, in line with the STM 

observations (cf. Figure 1b). However it is important to realize that the two values determined by 

NEXAFS do not allow for an unequivocal determination of all three important intramolecular 

angles, and thus the geometry of the molecule. This is easily recognized by discussing the 

conformation of the pyridyl legs relative to the porphyrin macrocycle67, which is defined by the two 

angles θ and φ introduced before (cf. Scheme 1). NEXAFS however only yields the inclination 

angle between the pyridyl group and the surface. Thus, there are many possible combinations of 

θ and φ angles, which are consistent with the single value given by NEXAFS. 

To resolve the molecular conformation despite this limitation, we simulated STM images for a 

set of geometries (c.f. Figure 4a-c), which are compatible with the NEXAFS data, and compared 

them to a typical experimental image (see Figure 4d). This scan was recorded at a low negative 

sample bias voltage, thus representing occupied electronic states. Accordingly, all the simulated 

STM images presented below are based on the density of states of the highest occupied 

molecular orbitals (HOMO and HOMO-1)68. Figure 4a shows a simulated STM image of TPyP. It 

represents a geometry, which was obtained by reducing the dihedral angle θ to 30° while keeping 

the C-C bond parallel to the surface (φ=0). This pyridyl conformation goes in hand in hand with a 

saddle-shaped distortion of the molecular core31: the pyrrole rings are fixed at a tilt angle ρ of 45°. 

The simulated image is dominated by two longish protrusions, which extend to the far ends of the 

molecule. Obviously, this contour bears no close resemblance to the experimental STM image 

presented in Figure 4d. The poor agreement between calculated and simulated STM topographs 

allows to discard this molecular conformation and compels us to consider a bending of the C-C 

bond out of the macrocycle plane.  
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Accordingly, we freeze the pyridyl conformation by setting the angles to θ=20° and φ=10 and 

apply a macrocycle distortion ρ of 35°. The resulting simulated image (Figure 2b) is in good 

agreement with the experimental data. Both the two central maxima and the appearance of the 

legs are reproduced. Furthermore, one can distinguish two different types of indentations along 

and perpendicular to the molecular axis, respectively. 

  

 
Figure 4 Comparison of simulated STM images based on molecular geometries 
compatible with the NEXAFS results (a-c) with an experimental STM topograph (d) (V=-0.5V, 
I=0.15nA). e) Adsorption geometry of TPyP on Cu(111). Top view (top) and side view (bottom) 
clearly reveal the molecular distortion, i.e. a saddle-shaped macrocycle deformation as well as 
flexure of the pyridyl moieties, upon adsorption. 

 

Finally, Figure 4c shows the simulated STM image for a slightly varied geometry (θ=0°, 

φ=30°, ρ=45°). Considering the simplicity of the applied procedure, the agreement between 

experiment and calculations is striking. Not only is the molecular outline nicely reproduced, but 

also the positions of the two central maxima improved in comparison to Figure 4b. In addition, the 

macrocycle distortion ρ resulting from this optimized geometry is in good agreement with the 

value of 50° determined by NEXAFS (the saddle-shape and in particular the angle ρ Figure 4b 

and c are based on, are obtained by optimizing the geometry of the porphyrin macrocycle by the 

MM+ procedure complying with the constraints given by the pyridyl conformation). 

In summary, a molecular conformation characterized by pyridyl rings, which are heavily 

rotated around the C-C bond (θ ≤ 10°) and additionally bent towards the substrate (20° ≤ φ ≤ 30°) 

inducing a saddle-shaped macrocycle distortion (40° ≤ ρ ≤ 50°), describes the experimental 

results best.   

Already knowing the adsorption site, we thus can establish a complete model for the 

adsorption geometry of TPyP on Cu(111), which is depicted in Figure 4e. To our knowledge, this 

is one of very few examples where STM and complementary techniques allowed to determine the 

full adsorption geometry of a large functional molecule, i.e. conformation and adsorption site. 

Furthermore, total energy calculations in the MM+ framework indicate that the pyridyl nitrogens 

are separated by about 2.5 Å (∆z) from the surface plane defined by the atomic centers. The 

distance of the pyrrole nitrogens from the substrate is considerably larger. 
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Now we briefly address the possible reasons for the strong deformation of TPyP upon 

adsorption on Cu(111). An inspection of Figure 4e reveals that there are two groups of atoms 

closest to the surface: the pyridyl nitrogens and the outer pyrrolic hydrogens. Judging from the 

high affinity of the nitrogen to metals discussed in the introduction, the attractive N-Cu interaction 

is most likely the trigger for the deformation. A close distance between pyridilic N and the Cu 

surface atoms can only be achieved for small dihedral angles θ and a tilt of the pyridyl leg 

towards the substrate. As a result, the marked distortion of the porphyrin macrocycle is induced 

by steric constraints as a consequence of the bending of the legs.  

At this point it is instructive to further discuss two issues. We already mentioned the strikingly 

different adsorption behaviour of TPyP on Ag(111) and Cu(111). These differences can be 

rationalized by comparing the interactions between pyridyl molecules and Ag or Cu surfaces, 

respectively. Indeed the bonding of pyridyl to Cu via the N lone pair proved to be very important, 

while in the case of Ag(111) the interaction with the π electrons of the aromatic ring is dominant69. 

At low coverage, this difference results in pyridyl standing upright on Cu(110) with the N pointing 

towards the surface70,71, while it prefers a rather planar adsorption geometry on Ag(111)72,73. 

A second comparison also corroborates the importance of the nitrogen for the reported 

adsorption behaviour. Co-Tetraphenylporphyrin (Co-TPP) is a molecule closely related to TPyP. 

However, it is terminated by phenyl rings and the macrocycle hosts a Co ion bonded to the four 

pyrrolic nitrogens. After room temperature deposition of Co-TPP on Cu(111) we observe highly 

ordered compact islands of Co-TPP. Evidencing that the room temperature mobility of Co-TPP is 

higher than for TPyP, despite the additional interaction of the Co center with the metal substrate. 

Consequently, also this observation points to the decisive role the nitrogen lone pairs play for the 

mobility and conformation of TPyP on Cu(111).  

 

C. Reactivity towards metal centers 
A second type of bonding mechanism between the terminal pyridyl groups and metal atoms 

is revealed by the experiment presented in Figure 5. Single Fe atoms where added in-situ at 8 K, 

where thermal diffusion is frozen in. Figure 5a accordingly shows randomly distributed Fe 

monomers appearing as round protrusions coexisting with TPyP molecules. In a next step the 

sample temperature was slightly increased to about 15 K, which allows the Fe adatoms to freely 

migrate on the surface, while the TPyP is immobile. Subsequently, the sample was cooled down 

again to freeze the adatom motion. As a result Fe is selectively captured by the pyridyl groups 

(Figure 5b). Once attached the adatoms stick and do not diffuse. The modified imaging 

characteristics of both Fe and TPyP-endgroups indicate marked chemical interaction, and differ in 

this respect from the previously reported STM data of 2D Cu- and Fe-carboxylate mononuclear 

compounds 74,75 or dinuclear nanogrids 76,77. Judging from the unchanged appearance of the 

molecular core a relaxation of the TPyP is rather unlikely.  
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Analogously to the determination of the TPyP adsorption site, we address in Figure 5c and d 

the Fe positions by overlaying an atomic lattice. We find that the “bridge” adsorption site of TPyP 

is consistent with isolated Fe adatoms occupying “hollow” sites of the underlying substrate atomic 

lattice (Figure 5c), an adsorption site suggested in previous reports78. The convolution of the 

molecular and atomic signatures hampers a precise and reliable determination of the positions of 

the Fe centers in the TPyP-Fe complexes. Nevertheless, the STM image in Figure 5d 

demonstrates the highly symmetric appearance and directionality of the pyridyl-Fe complex and 

suggests a lateral Fe-N distance of about 2.4±0.5 Å. This value compares well with a Fe-pyridyl 

bond length of 2.2 Å reported for a three dimensional Fe-porphyrin complex42 and the positioning 

of diiron units simultanesouly coordinated by carboxylate and pyridil ligands on Cu(100) 79.  

 
Figure 5 Selective attachment of Fe adatoms to the pyridyl groups of TPyP (a,b, a: V=30mV, 
I=0.2nA, b: V=20mV, I=0.2nA). See text for discussion. To main steps of this experiment are 
schematically illustrated in the column on the right. c) a detailed view of a) which indicates that 
the reported TPyP adsorption site is consistent with single Fe atoms centered on hollow sites. d) 
the overlaid substrate lattice grid exemplifies the highly symmetric appearance of the TPyP(Fe)n 
complexes. 

These findings confirm that the N containing ligands retain their affinity towards metal centers 

despite the conformational adaptation implying a non-planar orientation of pyridil groups, and 

directly visualize the impact of metal-ligand interactions on a metallosupramolecular self-

assembly process in two dimensions where the ligands are spatially anchored. Furthermore 

additional incoming Fe monomers can be trapped by the metal-ligand complex, resulting in small 

metal clusters pinned to the pyridyl groups of the TPyP. This approach allows in principle to self-

assemble large quantities of metal-molecule-metal bridges 80 which might proof very interesting to 

study metal-molecule contacts as these junctions are defined on an atomic level6.  

 

4. Conclusions 
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The presented experiments indicate that the attractive interactions between the functional 

pyridyl moieties and the Cu substrate, presumably mediated by the lone pair electrons of 

nitrogen, not only immobilize the TPyP molecule up to room temperature, but also promote a 

strong deformation of the molecular geometry. Furthermore the functional pyridyl legs are strong 

attractors for Fe atoms. This permitted to present snapshots of the self-assembly process of a 

metal-organic complex in two dimensions.  

Our findings allow to selectively attach metal centers to pyridyl moieties, and open up 

pathways to steer the mobility of large organic molecules. Especially the possibility to immobilize 

functional species on surfaces even at elevated temperature should facilitate the controlled 

construction of complex molecular architectures on surfaces. 

In addition we presented a novel approach to determine the geometry of adsorbed 

molecules. Combining the well established NEXAFS method with a procedure relating STM 

simulations to high-resolution data, presents a useful tool to study conformations of large 

molecular adsorbates, which should be applicable for a wide variety of systems. Therewith, we 

quantified for the first time the saddle-shaped geometry of an adsorbed free-base porphyrin 

molecule. Such structural information provides a prerequisite to control functional properties of 

adsorbed complex molecules and the conformational design of flexible species embedded in 

molecular nanoarchitectures at surfaces.  
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